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THE INTERIORS OF THE SUN AND THE STARS
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stellar surfaces are a unique and powerful tool
to gain information on the processes in the Sun
and stars.
Through helio- and asteroseismology we can
obtain detailed inferences of the conditions
inside the Sun and eVtensiTe information
on the properties of a broad range of stars.
)nowledge about the solar interior increases
the understanding of structure and evolution
for our central star. lso it gives insight into the
operation of the solar magnetic activity which
has an important impact on our technological
society through the potentially harmful solar
eruptions and which may play a signiȏcant
role in the Earth’s climate variations. The stellar
results put the Sun into a broader context and
provide an extensive possibility for testing and
understanding the physical processes in stars. The
resulting improvements in stellar characterization
and modelling are crucial for broad areas of
astrophysics including the investigation of the
structure and evolution of the Galaxy and the
understanding of the formation of elements in
the Universe.

With the organization of the large and increasing
volume of space- and ground-based data for
helio- and asteroseismology it will become
possible to study in depth the interiors of the
Sun and the stars. This project will strengthen
the cooperation of the major groups working in
this important discipline where Europe plays a
leading role.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
What is the project designed to
achieve ?
To contribute towards the bestoptimised impacts in terms of
international scope and synergies
in the ȏelds of helio- and
asteroseismology. This will be done
through improved access and use
of data and data products from
the Solar &eliospheric -bservatory
S-&- the Solar "ynamics
-bservatory S"- !o0oT and
)epler combined with groundbased data from G-,G iS-,
and follow-up observations of
stars.
Why is this project important
for Europe and how does it
AeneɅt European citiYens ?
S.!E',, will enhance the
eȎectiveness of the European
scientiȏc community by promoting
the use of space assets to increase
the knowledge in helio- and
asteroseismology.
This will create new insights in the
generation of the Sun’s magnetic
ȏeld with its inȐuences on nearEarth space and Earth’s climate
and on stellar activity stellar
evolution and the material cycle in
the universe.
How
does
the
project
exceed the current state of
knowledge ?
Space missions such as S-&!o0oT S"- and )epler have
provided new insights in the
structure and dynamics of the
solar and stellar interiors. This
project will allow the community to
go far beyond the present scientiȏc
accomplishments by extending the
usage of available space data and
developing better tools to process
and interpret data obtained from
various assets.
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